
Smart Language Translator 
 
 
 
Smart Translator Lets You “Speak” Up To 39 Languages At The Touch Of A 
Button 
 
This incredible device used to be only available to foreign diplomats, world leaders 
and international business people who needed an effective translation tool. 
 
Now anyone can quickly break through multiple language barriers and easily 
communicate in 39 different languages without having to learn a single foreign word. 
 
Being unable to understand what someone in authority, and from the other side of 
the world is saying to you, could get you banged up in a foreign jail. 
 
That’s exactly what happened to two young guys from England. John and Steve had 
just graduated from Oxford University with top class medical degrees and decided to 
take in a tour of the Far East before beginning their gruelling studies to become 
specialist doctors. They set off and made their way across Europe and crossed the 
border from Belarus into Russia.  
 
After spending just 48hours in Moscow they ended up in the hospital.  
 
John and Steve got into an argument with some locals in a bar and a fight broke out. 
They were taken to the nearby hospital but being unable to speak the language they 
were not able to explain to doctors about what had happened or how much pain they 
were in. Subsequently, they were simply discharged with a large tub of basic 
painkiller pills. From that point, someone was following and watching them so they 
decided it might be better for their health if they quickly passed through Russia, as it 
was obvious the people didn’t like English tourists.  
 
They didn’t expect Chinese border guards to search their luggage 
 
Next day, they boarded the trans-Mongolian train, which was to take them across the 
border with Mongolia on their way to visit China and “The Great Wall”. The journey to 
Sainshand in Southern Mongolia was quite uneventful but it was a very tiring 7 days 
of mostly train travel. Finally, when they arrived at the Chinese border, several 
uniformed patrol guards unexpectedly boarded the train and asked to see passports 
and they also searched passenger’s luggage.  
 
The next part of the journey was the start of something absolutely terrifying   
 
When they got to John and Steve they found the large tub of painkillers in John’s 
rucksack and assuming they were illegal drugs the pair were arrested. They spent 
the next 10 days locked up in a rat infested Chinese prison with murderers and 
rapists, protesting their innocence. If only they had this essential instant translation 
device with them. They could have easily explained the whole situation and enjoyed 
their visit to China without incident.  
 



Summary 
 
● Realtime, instant 2-way voice translation with 99% accuracy 
 
● Very light and portable with long battery charge time   
 
● Bluetooth compatibility with all smartphones via a free downloadable app 
 
● Full 60-day warranty  
 
 
Quote #1 
“I used it for the first time on vacation in Japan and it worked amazingly well. I’ll take 
it with me every time I go overseas on vacation or on business.” 
 
Quote #2 
“Wow! This little device got me out of a whole lot of trouble when I was involved in a 
car accident in Turkey. It wasn’t my fault but the local police took some convincing.” 
 
Quote #3 
“I bought my smart translation device for business use as I am always away in 
Singapore or Thailand. I found it incredibly helpful in communicating with the local 
people.” 
 
 
Pros 
 
1. Easy to transport in a pocket or purse 
2. Quick charging and long battery life 
3. Translates 2-way for 39 languages 
4. Perfect for vacations and business users 
 
Cons 
 
The only color option is gray 
 
We would never visit another foreign country ever again without a Smart Translator 
Device  
 
 
    
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


